Doran DS8030 Fold-up Wheelchair Scale 800 x 0.2lb

The DS8030 portable digital wheelchair scale offers a large, low-profile base that makes weighing patients fast and
easy. The weighing platform is constructed of heavy gauge painted steel and is sheathed with a textured, heavy-duty
composite plastic cover that provides an anti-skid surface for maximum safety. The molded surface has no seams to
trap dust and debris and is very easy to clean.

Manufature: Doran
SKU: DS8030

Please Call
(800)832-0055

Features
The DS8030 portable digital wheelchair scale offers a large, low-profile base that makes weighing patients fast and easy. The weighing
platform is constructed of heavy gauge painted steel and is sheathed with a textured, heavy-duty composite plastic cover that
provides an anti-skid surface for maximum safety. The molded surface has no seams to trap dust and debris and is very easy to
clean.
Two large diameter wheels are concealed along one side of these wheelchair scales to assist in moving the scales in your facility. With a few
twists of the mast locking handles, the DS8030 folds down to a compact size so that it can easily be rolled through doorways. It can also be
stored securely in this folded position thanks to the rubber stabilizer feet that are attached to the mast.
The DS8030 is EMR Ready and data can be transmitted via either the included USB or RS-232 ports or the optional WiFi module.

Specifications
Model

DS8030

Capacity x

800 lb x 0.2 lb
360 kg x 0.1 kg

Readability
WiFi
ACCURACY
DISPLAYED
UNITS

DS8030-WiFi

-

YES
+/- 0.2 lb (0.1 kg)
lb or kg

DISPLAY

0.75” High LCD

POWER

AC Adapter or AA Batteries

CONSTRUCTION

Painted Steel and Heavy Duty Composite Plastic

DIMENSIONS

Weighing Tray 30" W x 30" L
Scale 37" W x 49" L x 50" H

EMR Ready

YES

Ports

USB, RS-232

WARRANTY

3 Year

i81u812

Contact US

718-336-5900

Returns

Store Policies
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